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1. INTRODUCTION
Our aim in this paper is to study the asymptotic behavior of the forced
difference equation
x y x q px s r , n s 0, 1,???, 1.1 .nq1 n nyk n
 4where p is a real number, k is a positive integer, and r is a realn
sequence.
 .Equation 1.1 is a difference equation of order k q 1. However, one
 .may also think of Eq. 1.1 as being a first order delay difference equation
 .with delay k. The corresponding homogeneous equation of 1.1 is
y y y q py s 0, n s 0, 1, ??? . 1.2 .nq1 n nyk
By the theory of linear difference equations, we know that if l is a simple0
 .real root of the characteristic equation for Eq. 1.2 with the largest
modulus among all the roots, then the asymptotic behavior of solutions of
 .  n4Eq. 1.2 is dominated by the solution l . In the present paper, we show0
 .that under certain hypotheses, the solutions of Eq. 1.1 have the same
 4  .property. Moreover, for any solution x of Eq. 1.1 , we findn
 yn 4  4lim l x explicitly in terms of the initial conditions of x . We alsonª` 0 n n
show some interesting corollaries of this result. Finally, we give a brief
 .discussion of the case p ) 0 in Eq. 1.1 , and establish a necessary and
 .sufficient condition for every solution of Eq. 1.1 to tend to zero.
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 w x.Our main work in this paper is motivated by a similar result see 4 for
the homogeneous delay differential equation
dy t .
q py t y t s 0, 1.3 .  .
dt
where p is a real number and t is a positive constant. One may consider
 .  .Eq. 1.2 as a discrete analogue of Eq. 1.3 . However, we obtain a
 .corresponding result for the more general forced difference equation 1.1 .
The presence of the forcing term makes the problem more interesting as
well as considerably more difficult.
Recently, the study of delay difference equations has become a very
w xactive area of research, and we cite, as examples, the papers 1]3, 5]11
and the references contained therein. However, most results are qualita-
tive; quantitative results are relatively scarce.
2. MAIN RESULTS
Before giving our main result, we need the following lemma.
LEMMA 1. Assume that
k k
p - . 2.1 .kq1k q 1 .
 .Then the characteristic equation of 1.2
lkq1 y lk q p s 0 2.2 .
  . .has exactly one root l g kr k q 1 , ` . Furthermore, if p ) 0 then l g0 0
  . .  .kr k q 1 , 1 , and if p - 0, then l g 1, ` .0
w xFor p ) 0, Lemma 1 was proved by Gyori and Ladas 7, Lemma 11.5.1È
using Rouche's theorem. The case p - 0 is a direct consequence of the
 . kq1 k  .fact that F l s l y l q p has exactly one positive root, F 1 s p -
 .0, and F ` s `.
The following theorem is our main result.
 4  .THEOREM 1. Let x be the solution of Eq. 1.1 with the initial condi-n
tions
x s a for n s yk , yk q 1, . . . , y1, 0. 2.3 .n n
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Assume that
k k
< <p - 2.4 .kq1k q 1 .
  . .  .and that l g kr k q 1 , ` is the solution of Eq. 2.2 . Suppose, also, that0
` ri
con¨erges. 2.5 . iq1l0is0
Then
kq1 y1 `l p r0 iyn yilim l x s a y l a q . 2.6 . 0 n 0 0 ikq1 kq1 iq1l y pk l lnª` 0 0 0isyk is0
  . .Proof. From Lemma 1, we see that such a l g kr k q 1 , ` exists.0
Now set
u s lyn x , n s yk , yk q 1, ??? .n 0 n
 .  4We see from Eq. 1.1 that u satisfiesn
p 1
w xu y u s u y u q r 2.7 .nq1 n n nyk nkq1 nq1l l0 0
with the initial conditions
u s lyna , n s yk , yk q 1, . . . , y1, 0.n 0 n
 .Then, it follows from 2.7 that
ny1 y1 ny1p riyiu y a s u y l a q  n 0 i 0 ikq1 iq1l l0 0isnyk isyk is0
and so
ny1 `p ri
u s u y q C , n ikq1 iq1l l0 0isnyk isn
where
` y1r pi yiC s a q y l a . 0 0 iiq1 kq1l l0 0is0 isyk
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 .  .By noting 2.4 and the fact that l ) kr k q 1 , we find that0
kq1k
kq1l y pk ) y pk ) 0.0  /k q 1
Set
lkq1C0¨ s u y , n s yk , yk q 1, ??? .n n kq1l y pk0
Then, ¨ satisfies the equationn
ny1 `< <p ri¨ s ¨ y 2.8 . n ikq1 iq1l l0 0isnyk isn
with
lkq1C0yn¨ s l a y , n s yk , yk q 1, . . . , 0.n 0 n kq1l y pk0
Clearly, to complete the proof, it suffices to show that
lim ¨ s 0. 2.9 .n
nª`
 .First, we show that ¨ is bounded. In fact, from 2.4 , we see thatn
< < < <p k p k
- - 1,kq1 kq1l kr k q 1 . .0
and so there is 0 - e - 1 such that0
< <p
k q e - 1. 2.10 .  .0kq1l0
Letting
< <M* s max ¨ , 4n
ykFnF0
`  iq1.from the convergence of the series  r rl , there is an N ) 0 suchis0 i 0 0
that
` r pM*i
- e for n G N . 2.11 . 0 0iq1 kq1l l0 0isn
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We claim that
< <¨ F M for n G N , 2.12 .n 0 0
where
< <M s max ¨ . 40 n
ykFnFN0
In fact, suppose that
< <¨ F M for N F n - N q m.n 0 0 0
 .  .  .Then, using 2.10 and 2.11 , it follows from 2.8 that
N qmy1 `0< <p ri
< < < <¨ F ¨ q N qm ikq1 iq10 l l0 0isN qmyk isN qm0 0
< <p
F kM q e M* .0 0kq1l0
< <p
F k q e M - M . .0 0 0kq1l0
 .Hence, by induction, we see that 2.12 holds and so ¨ is bounded.n
 .Now, we are ready to show that 2.9 holds. Assume, for the sake of
 .contradiction, that 2.9 does not hold. Then there exist 0 - h - M and0 0
 4a subsequence n such thatr
< <¨ G h for r s 0, 1, ??? . 2.13 .n 0r
 .From 2.10 , we see that there is a positive integer s such that
s
< <p
k q e M - h . 2.14 .  .0 0 0kq1l0
`  iq1.Then, by noting the convergence of  r rl , there is an N ) 0 suchis0 i 0 1
that
s
` < <r pi
- M e for n G N . 0 0 1kq1 kq1l l0 0isn
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We claim that
t¡ < <p
< <¨ F k q e M .n 0 0kq1~ 2.15l  .0¢for N q t y 1 k - n F N q tk , t s 1, 2, . . . , s. .1 1
In fact, observe that
N `1< <p ri
< < < <¨ F ¨ q N q1 ikq1 iq11 l l0 0isN q1yk isN q11 1
s
< < < <p p
F kM q M e0 0 0kq1 kq1 /l l0 0
< <p
F k q e M . .0 0kq1l0
Then, by an easy induction, we find that
< <p
< <¨ F k q e M for N - n F N q k . .n 0 0 1 1kq1l0
Now, suppose that
j< <p
< <¨ F k q e M .n 0 0kq1l0
for N q j y 1 k - n F N q jk , 1 - j - s y 1. .1 1
Then, observe that
N qjk `1< <p ri
< < < <¨ F ¨ q N qjkq1 ikq1 iq11 l l0 0isN qjkq1yk isN qjkq11 1
sj< < < < < <p p p
F k q e kM q M e .0 0 0 0kq1 kq1 kq1 /  /l l l0 0 0
jq1< <p jF k q e k q e M . .0 0 0kq1 /l0
jq1< <p jq1F k q e M . .0 0kq1 /l0
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Hence, it follows that
jq1< <p
< <¨ F k q e M for N q jk - n F N q j q 1 k . .  .n 0 0 1 1kq1l0
 .Then, by induction, we see that 2.15 holds. Finally, by an argument
similar to that used in proving the boundness of ¨ , we find thatn
s
< <p
< <¨ F k q e M for n ) N q sk , .n 0 0 1kq1l0
 .  .  .which contradicts 2.13 and 2.14 . Hence, 2.9 holds and this completes
the proof.
Remark 1. Theorem 1 generalizes the case k s 1 of Theorem 2 of
w xDriver et al. 3 who considered unforced equations of the form
k
y y y q p y s 0.nq1 n i nyk i
is1
The following corollary is a direct consequence of Theorem 1 and
Lemma 1.
 4  .COROLLARY 1. Let x be the solution of Eq. 1.1 with the initialn
 .  .  .condition 2.3 . Assume that 2.4 and 2.5 hold.
 .i Suppose that p ) 0. Then lim x s 0. Furthermore, ifnª` n
y1 `p riyia y l a q ) 0, 2.16 . 0 0 ikq1 iq1l l0 0isyk is0
 4then x is e¨entually positi¨ e; ifn
y1 `p riyia y l a q - 0, 2.17 . 0 0 ikq1 iq1l l0 0isyk is0
 4then x is e¨entually negati¨ e.n
 .ii Suppose that p - 0 and
y1 `p riyia y l a q / 0, 0 0 ikq1 iq1l l0 0isyk is0
< <  .  4Then lim x s `. Furthermore, if 2.16 holds, then x is e¨entuallynª` n n
 .  4positi¨ e; if 2.17 holds, then x is e¨entually negati¨ e.n
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k  .kq1Proof. From Lemma 1, we see that if 0 - p - k r k q 1 , then
  . .l g kr k q 1 , 1 and so0
lim lyn s `.0
nª`
k  .kq1  .Also, if yk r k q 1 - p - 0, then l g 1, ` and so
lim lyn s 0.0
nª`
 .Hence, Corollary 1 follows from 2.6 immediately.
The following corollary is more useful in applications.
 4  .COROLLARY 2. Let x be the solution of Eq. 1.1 with the initialn
 .  .condition 2.3 . Assume that 2.4 holds.
 .i If p ) 0 and there is a constant a ) 0 such that
ik
< <r F a for i s 0, 1,???,i  /k q 1
 .  .then 2.5 holds and so the conclusion in Corollary 1 i holds.
 .ii If p - 0 and there are a constant b ) 0 and a positi¨ e integer m
such that
< < mr F b i for i s 0, 1,???,i
 .  .then 2.5 holds and so the conclusion in Corollary 1 ii holds.
  . .  .Proof. By noting l g kr k q 1 , 1 for p ) 0, and l g 1, ` for0 0
p - 0, it is easy to see that
` ri
converges. iq1l0is0
Hence, the conclusions follow from Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 immedi-
ately.
Next, we will give two examples to illustrate our results.
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the difference equation
n3 1
x y x q x s , n s 0, 1, ??? . 2.18 .nq1 n ny1 /  /16 2
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The characteristic equation of the corresponding homogeneous equation
 .2.18 is
3
2l y l q s 0. 2.19 .
16
 .Clearly, Eq. 2.19 has two real roots l s 1r4 and l s 3r4. The general1 2
 .solution of 2.18 is
n n ny31 3 1
x s c q c y , n s 0, 1, ??? .n 1 2 /  /  /4 4 2
Hence, if
x s a and x s ay1 y1 0 0
are given initial conditions, then
n n ny33 1 1 3 3 3 1
x s a y a q 2 q a y a q 6 y ,n y1 0 0 y1 /  /  /  /  /8 2 4 2 8 4 2
and so,
yn3 3 3
lim x s a y a q 6. 2.20 .n 0 y1 /4 2 8nª`
k  .kq1Now, observe that k s 1, p s 3r16 - k r k q 1 , and
n n1 k
< <r s s , n s 0, 1, ??? .n  /  /2 k q 1
 .Then, it follows from Corollary 2 i that
2 iyn `3 3r4 3r16 3 1r2 .  .
lim x s a y a q n 0 y12 2 iq1 /  /4 4nª` 3r4 y 3r16 3r4 3r4 .  .  .is0
3 3
s a y a q 6,0 y12 8
 .which is just 2.20 .
EXAMPLE 2. Consider the difference equation
214
x y x y x s n , n s 0, 1, ??? . 2.21 .nq1 n ny45 /20
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4 5 k  .kq1Observe that k s 4, p s y21 r20 ) yk r k q 1 , and r s n. Sincen
l s 21r20 is the root of the equation0
214
5 4l y l y s 0520
 .  .in 1, ` , it follows from Corollary 2 ii that
yn yi iq1y1 `21 21 1 21 20
lim x s a q a q i n 0 i /  /  / /20 25 21 20 21nª` isy4 is0
yiy121 1 21
s a q a q 336,0 i /  /  /25 25 20isy4
 4  .where x is the solution of Eq. 2.21 with the initial conditionsn
x s a for i s y4, y3, y2, y1, 0.i i
 .3. FURTHER DISCUSSION OF EQ. 1.1 WHEN p ) 0
 .  .Consider the corresponding homogeneous equation 1.2 to Eq. 1.1 . It
 w x .  .is well known see 7 , for example that every solution of Eq. 1.2
oscillates about zero if and only if
k k
p ) . 3.1 .kq1k q 1 .
Hence, if
k k
0 - p - 3.2 .kq1k q 1 .
 .then Eq. 1.2 has a nonoscillatory solution, which is also a direct conse-
quence of Corollary 2, with r ' 0. In fact, Corollary 2 with r ' 0 impliesn n
 .  4  .that if 3.2 holds, then every solution x of Eq. 1.2 is nonoscillatoryn
except perhaps for the case that
y1p
yia y l a s 0.0 0 ikq1l0 isyk
< <  .Moreover, our results indicate if r is ``small'' enough, then Eq. 1.1 hasn
a similar property.
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 .From Corollary 2, we know that if 3.2 holds, then every solution of Eq.
 . w x1.2 tends to zero. In fact, it has been shown by Levin and May 11 that
 .every solution of Eq. 1.2 tends to zero if and only if
kp
0 - p - 2 cos .
2k q 1
 .However, by noting Corollary 2 and the oscillation condition 3.1 , we see
 .  .that if 3.1 holds, there is no formula of the type 2.6 . Hence, in this
 .sense, the condition 3.2 is sharp.
Finally, we provide a necessary and sufficient condition for every solu-
 .tion of Eq. 1.1 to tend to zero.
 .  .THEOREM 2. Consider Eq. 1.1 and assume that 3.2 holds. Then e¨ery
 .solution of Eq. 1.1 tends to zero if and only if
lim r s 0. 3.3 .n
n¬`
For the proof of Theorem 2, we need the following lemma which is
w xbased on the results in 8 .
 .LEMMA 2. Assume that 3.2 holds. Then the following statements hold.
 .  4i The unique solution z of the initial ¨alue problemn
z y z q pz s 0, n s 0, 1, . . .nq1 n nyk 3.4 . z s 0 for i s yk , . . . , y1, and z s 1i 0
satisfies the following properties:
 .a z ) 0 for n G 0;n
 .b lim z s 0;nª` n
 . `c  z s 1rp.ns0 n
 .  4ii The unique solution w of the initial ¨alue problemn
w y w q pw s 0, n s 0, 1, ???nq1 n nyk 3.5 . w s 1 for i s yk , . . . , 0i
has the following property:
 .a lim w s 0;nª` n
 .  4  .b For any solution y of Eq. 1.2 , there exists a positi¨ e constantn
 .c s c y such thatn
< <y F cw for n G 0.n n
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 .Proof of Theorem 2. The necessity of condition 3.3 is trivial. In fact,
 4by noting that x tends to zero and by taking limits on both sides of Eq.n
 .  .1.1 , we obtain 3.3 immediately.
 4  .To prove sufficiency, let x be the solution of Eq. 1.1 with the initialn
conditions
x s a for i s yk , yk q 1, . . . , 0,i i
 4  .and let y be the solution of Eq. 1.2 with the initial conditionsn
y s a for i s yk , yk q 1, . . . , 0.i i
Then, by a direct substitution, we see that
ny1
x s y q z r ,n n nyiy1 i
is0
 4  .where z is the solution of Eq. 3.4 , and it follows from Lemma 2 thatn
ny1
< < < <x F cw q z r , 3.6 .n n nyiy1 i
is0
 4  .where w is the solution of 3.5 . Sincen
lim w s 0 and lim r s 0,n n
nª` nª`
for any e ) 0, there is an N ) 0 such that1
< <w - e and r - e for n G N .n n 1
Then, by noting that ` z s 1rp, we see that there is an N ) N suchis1 i 2 1
that
`
z - e for n G N . i 2
isnyN1
 < <4  .Now, assume that r s sup r . It then follows from 3.6 thatM 0 F i-` i
N y1 ny11
< < < < < <x F cw q z r q z r n n nyiy1 i nyiy1 i
is0 isN1
N y1 ny11
F ce q r z q e z M nyiy1 nyiy1
is0 isN1
` `
F ce q r z q e z M nyiy1 nyiy1
isnyN is01
1
s c q r q e for n G N .M 2 /p
Hence, we see that lim x s 0 and this completes the proof.nª` n
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